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1.1 INTRODUCTION

TERMINOLOGY:
HMC Hotel Management Company
HMA Hotel Management Agreement,

made between HMC and Owner
GM General Manager
FD Finance Director
FF&E Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment

The following discussion provides a preliminary
overview of key commercial terms ONLY.

Most terms within a HMA are negotiable and
owners are therefore encouraged to seek legal
and commercial advice prior to signing a HMA.
The relationship between an owner and an HMC
is complex and lasts many years and often through
many economic cycles.

The establishment of a mutually
beneficial agreement that recognises:
• the HMC’s need to operate the property without

undue interference; AND

• the owner’s right to participate in decisions which
are important to them;

will go a long way to ensuring an amicable and
rewarding long term partnership.

1.2 UNIFORM SYSTEM OF ACCOUNTS
FOR THE LODGING INDUSTRY

Why must the hotel’s accounting follow
the Uniform System of Accounts?

The Uniform System of Accounts establishes
standardised formats and account classifications
to guide hotel management in the preparation
and presentation of financial statements.

It permits internal and external users of financial
statements to compare the financial position and
operational performance of a particular property
with similar types of properties in the lodging industry.

It is internationally recognised standard practice
for hotels and resorts.
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1.3 TECHNICAL SERVICES FEES

Why should I pay technical services fees?

How are they calculated? How do I benefit?

SCOPE OF TECHNICAL SERVICE FEES:
Typically, technical service fees cover technical
assistance and advice with respect to the design,
both exterior and interior, space planning, engineering
and construction of the hotel and related facilities.

Branded properties, both domestic and international,
have certain brand standards relating to health and
safety, security, fire, room size, facilities offered, etc.

Participation of the HMC, with its experience and
know-how, during planning and construction, ensures
these standards are met and a quality, commercially
sustainable product is realised.

Having your chosen HMC provide oversight to your
third-party consultants during the planning and
construction process ensures there are no conformity
issues/ problems and expenses further down the line.

FEES:
technical services fees are typically structured as
a lump sum often based on an amount per guest
room. They are negotiable, albeit in trade-off to
other terms.

Technical services fees are limited to a certain time
frame and calculated on the basis of a typical project
time line. Extended timelines or unnecessary delays
may warrant additional fees.

PAYMENTS:
typically paid in instalments, the first due upon
contract signing and subsequently spread (1) evenly
throughout the construction period or (2) payable
upon reaching or completing certain development
stages, such as schematic design, construction
documentation, completion of super structure or
commencement of pre-opening services.

1.4 MANAGEMENT FEES

What are base and incentive
management fees?

How are they structured and calculated?

Are they fixed or variable?

Are they negotiable?

WHAT ARE THEY?
Management fees are paid for management
services provided by the HMC engaged to operate
the property.

They are negotiable and can vary according to:
• the brand/product positioning and/or scale of

a property relative to the potential revenue
and profit it can be expected to generate;

• the priority the HMC places on securing the
contract relative to their existing and targeted
property network; and

• trade-offs made in other commercial terms such
as the contracting period, exclusivity zone/period,
technical services fees, etc. Similarly to an employee’s
salary of base plus bonus, management fees are
typically made up of:

• Base Management Fees:
are typically computed as a percentage of total
revenue. They are often classified as license or
royalty fees, or split into part license/royalty and
part base management fee. Ostensibly this split
is to differentiate between fees associated with
the use of an HMC’s brand trademarks and those
for the provision of management services; PLUS
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• Incentive Management Fees:
are typically structured as a percentage of gross
operating profit (after base management fees are
deducted). In some instances, the fee percent may
increase incrementally as the achieved GOP percent
reaches designated ranges up to a maximum level.
Incentive Management Fees may be referred to as
Management Fees when the base fee equivalent is
referred to as a license or royalty fee.

TAXES:
The HMC is typically responsible for any income
taxes associated with the management fees (only)
regardless of their classification (ie. management,
license or royalty fee), including in the form of a
withholding tax.

1.5 CENTRALISED/GROUP SYSTEMS’ FEES

What types of centralised/group
system fees do I have to pay?

How do I benefit from these fees?

What do they actually cover?

Are the fees fixed or variable?

CENTRALISED SYSTEMS’ FEES:
are typically non-negotiable as they are not-for-profit
fees designed to cover expenses associated with the
HMCs centralised services and systems.

These include sales and marketing activities,
reservations/booking systems and channels and
loyalty programs.

As such, the fee structure is usually fixed across the
HMC’s network. That said, the structure and scale
of such fees differ across HMCs and brands and
should be examined carefully.
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THE FOLLOWING HIGHLIGHT THE MOST
COMMON TYPES AND STRUCTURES:
• Variable sales and marketing system related fee,

calculated as a specified percentage of gross
operating revenues or gross rooms revenues;

• Fixed sales and marketing system related fee, based
on a specified amount per room per annum
(typically combined with a variable fee);

• Central reservation systems charge, on each booking
made through the HMC’s system, be it via the HMCs
website, sales office network or OTAs.

This is typically based on a specified amount per
booking, regardless of the room rate or number of
nights involved (but can also be incorporated as part
of the sales and marketing system related fee);

• Global distribution systems charge, on each booking
made through a GDS such as Sabre & Amadeus.
This is typically a specified amount per booking,
regardless of room rate or number of nights
involved; and

• Loyalty programme fee, which is typically based
on, a specified percentage of the total revenue
generated by loyalty programme members during
their stay at an HMC managed/branded property.

BENEFITS:
connection to a HMC’s centralised/group services and
systems is a key selling point of engaging an
established operator offering huge potential for raising
a hotel’s visibility and saleability to demand sources
across Indonesia and the world.

These systems typically generate a significant
percentage of hotel bookings at net rates considerably
higher than other booking channels such as local
corporate accounts, wholesaler, OTA and tour operator
contracts.

INCLUDED EXPENSES:
the centralised/group services and systems fees cover
the costs associated with the centralised/group sales
and marketing department and related payroll
advertising and collaterals production, website
operation, revenue management systems, office
expenses, sales programs, related travel and training,
communication, etc.

1.6 OPERATING BANK ACCOUNT (OBA)

Who controls the hotel’s bank account?

Can I limit the number of people who can
authorise payments and sign cheques?

Typically, the OBA is held at a mutually approved bank,
established by the owner, but operated by the HMC on
behalf of the owner.

FUNDS:
Funds derived from the operation of the hotel are
deposited by the HMC in the OBA.

Funds are disbursed by the HMC to cover the costs
and expenses for maintaining, conducting and
supervising the operation of the Hotel.

AUTHORITY TO ACCESS ACCOUNT:
Authority to make disbursements and/or withdrawals
from the OBA is limited through mutual agreement
to specified hotel management personnel (typically
the GM and FD).

All cash flows from the OBA must align with the
agreed annual budget, though additional owner
approval is sometimes sought for extraordinary
expenditures of certain types or over certain limits
outside the hotel annual budget.
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1.7 OPERATING CAPITAL

What is operating capital?

Do I have to put extra money in the
hotel’s bank account even when the
hotel is operational?

Operating, or working capital refers to the minimum
amount of money that must be maintained in the
hotel’s OBA such that the HMC can make timely
payment of the hotel’s operating expenses.

It is often calculated as equivalent to one month’s
(may vary) operating expenses. It is important to
maintain this amount in the OBA so the hotel is
always able to meet its expense payment obligations.

If the amount of money in the OBA drops below the
minimum, the owner is required to top it up.

1.8 FF&E RESERVE

What is FF&E and why is there a specific
FF&E reserve?

Why isn’t the unspent reserve amount
distributed to the owner?

Is the money kept in the OBA?

WHAT IS FF&E:
Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment includes property
assets not part of the building structure or items
classified as plant machinery and equipment, or
operating equipment. For example, FF&E includes
hotel room furnishings and decorative items, common
area furnishings, restaurant, bar and conference room
furnishings and equipment, office furnishings, storage
equipment, computers, projectors and other items
relating to technology.
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FF&E RESERVE:
the integrity of the hotel and its ability to continue to
compete on a year-by-year basis requires the FF&E to
be constantly maintained and refreshed. The FF&E
reserve is an accumulating reserve or sinking fund to
ensure funds are readily available to maintain the
quality of the FF&E throughout the life of the hotel.
These funds may also provide for certain routine capital
improvements. The funds are kept ‘for a rainy day’ and
not disbursed to the owner should there be residual
money in the reserve at the end of the financial year.

Disbursements from the FF&E reserve fund are made
according to budgets approved as part of the annual
hotel budgeting process.

The FF&E Reserve has many alternative labels including
Replacement Reserve and Capital Replacement Fund.

CALCULATION:
Typically calculated as a percentage of annual
revenues, increasing in the first few years before
stabilising in/around year 4. The percentages used can
vary between HMCs and/or brands.

BANK ACCOUNT:
The reserve is held in a specific bank account at a
mutually approved bank and maintained by mutually
approved representatives of the hotel management.

Disbursements are always subject to an approved
annual FF&E reserve expenditure budget and as such,
the owner must approve any amount being withdrawn
that is not part of the approved budget (except in
situations in which the funds are needed for meeting
emergency life safety needs/requirements).

1.9 HOTEL STAFF

Can I select the GM and other staff?

Who actually employs and pays the staff?

Typically all hotel staff, including the GM, are
employed by the owner.

Limited exceptions include:
• employees of the HMC, brought in on

a short term basis to fill gaps; and
• third party contract employees.

The HMC typically negotiates to have exclusive
authority and discretion with respect to staff hiring,
promoting, transferring, terminating etc.

Staff are paid from revenues earned and salary
expenses are allocated according to where the staff
work within the hotel (departmental expenses and / or
undistributed operating expenses).

KEY EXECUTIVE(S) SELECTION:
Owner approval is typically sought in the selection of
the GM and in some cases other executive committee
members like the FD.

One common scenario is where the HMC nominates
up to two additional candidates for owner approval if
the initial nominated candidate is rejected.

KEY EXECUTIVE(S) SECONDMENT:
Some HMCs prefer to retain employment of the
GM, and in some cases other executive committee
members, and ‘loan’ them to the Owner for a set
period.

The main advantage for the HMC is that they retain an
employment link with their senior personnel and can
move them internally within HMC system hotels.
Regardless, of whether a secondment situation is
arranged, the benefit packages for key executives
sourced from the HMC network are typically set/tied to
HMC policies/standards to provide consistency for such
executives when moving between the HMC managed
properties.
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1.10 HOTEL BUDGETS

What is in the pre-opening budget
and why isn’t it an operating cost?

Who prepares the annual budget and how
does the Owner participate in the process?

PRE-OPENING BUDGET:
The pre-opening budget funds hotel activities prior to
‘Opening’ (ie. when revenues are to be generated) and
includes expenses such as hiring and training staff,
advance sales and marketing activities, PR, interim
office space, telecoms etc.

The pre-opening period typically runs for a minimum
of 12 months prior to opening, depending of the
category of the hotel. The pre-opening budget is put
forward by the HMC for owner approval.

PRE-OPENING BANK ACCOUNT:
It is typically paid into a specific account opened
by the owner accessible by mutually authorised
representatives of the hotel management.

ANNUAL BUDGET:
The annual budget process should be finalised
before the beginning of each financial year.
The draft annual budget is prepared by the HMC
and submitted to the owner for approval.

It should include amongst other things:
1. Financial projections such as a detailed P&L,

cash flow, FF&E budget, capital expenditure
and working capital requirements; and

2. The sales & marketing and human resources plans.

APPROVAL PROCESS:
if the owner does not approve the draft annual
budget, discussion begins between owner and
HMC towards reaching agreement.

A dispute resolution process should be specified in the
HMA to ensure procedures are in place for resolving
any disputes in a timely manner and do not adversely
affect the on-going operation of the hotel.

1.11 OWNER’S RIGHT TO TERMINATE

How are the owners’ interests protected,
particularly in longer HMAs?

What are my rights as an owner
if I wish to terminate the agreement?

What guarantees does the
Operator provide?

In a typical HMA, there are a few options available for
an owner to terminate including material breach,
bankruptcy, sale of the property and a ‘performance
test’.

PERFORMANCE TEST:
requires the HMC to achieve certain annual
performance targets as set out in the HMA. Failure to
achieve these targets in consecutive periods and failure
to remedy the situation gives the owner the right to
terminate the HMA.

Typically these will not apply in the first few years of
operation to allow the property time to stabilise
performance.

Performance targets could include the following:
• achieved RevPAR is lower than a specified minimum

percentage of the achieved average RevPAR of an
agreed competitive set; and/or

• achieved GOP is lower than a specified minimum
percentage of budgeted GOP.

CURING RIGHTS:
Often the performance test will include the right on
the part of the HMC to cure a failure of the
performance test by paying the shortfall amount to the
owner. An owner often limits the number of times an
HMC can do this during the operating term.
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1.12 PRO-FORMA PROFIT & LOSS
(P&L) STATEMENT

What is the basic definition of gross
revenue and gross operating profit (GOP)?

What owner expenses can be booked
above GOP?

An illustrative pro-forma P&L statement is shown
below in section 1.15, which follows the standard
layout for a P&L according to the Uniform System
of Accounts for hotels.

REVENUES:
as seen on the pro-forma P&L, there are typically 4
main revenue categories; Rooms, Food & Beverage,
Other Operated Departments (spa/health club,
business centre, valet, guest laundry, parking, telecoms
etc) and Rentals and Other Income (space leasing,
commissions etc).

The sum of all 4 revenue categories is known as
Total Revenue or sometimes Gross Revenue.

EXPENSES:
as seen on the pro-forma P&L, expenses are
categorised as either Departmental Expenses (Rooms,
F&B and OOD) or Undistributed Operating Expenses
(Administration & General, Sales & Marketing, Property
Operations and Maintenance, Utilities).

Total Revenue less Total Departmental Expenses is
known as Total Departmental Income.

GROSS OPERATING PROFIT:
as seen on the pro-forma P&L, GOP is calculated by
subtracting Undistributed Operating Expenses from
Total Departmental Income.

OWNER’S EXPENSES:
typically, all owners’ expenses are considered below
GOP.
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1.13 NON-COMPETITION

How can I stop the HMC managing
another property next door to mine?

Depending on market and hotel category, there may
be a non-competition or area of protection clause in
the HMA which provides that the HMC may not
operate another hotel within a specified geographic
area surrounding the subject hotel during a specified
period from the signing of the HMA and/or the
opening of the hotel.

This is typically brand specific and does not apply
across all brands the HMC may operate. The idea
behind this clause is to ensure: (1) the HMC does not
operate other hotels that may capture demand from
the subject hotel; and (2) the HMC’s undivided
attention within that geographic area.

1.14 BRAND STANDARDS

Why is the construction cost per room
higher with some domestic / international
operators?

Why are some HMCs more flexible on
room count and room size than others?

Why do some HMCs require the inclusion
of food & beverage and meeting space
when others don’t care?

Why can’t I choose the name of the hotel?

Brand standards are often a major stumbling block
in negotiations between owners and HMCs.
The above FAQs are an introduction only to some of
the discussed issues.

CONSTRUCTION COSTS:
typically HMCs will require certain construction
standards be met, vis-à-vis fire, life safety, security,
materials, access and finishings.

The more standards, the more likely construction
cost per room will increase. In many cases, such as fire,
life safety and security these will not be negotiable.

ROOM COUNT / SIZE:
certain brands require certain facilities and this dictates
the acceptable room count range and room size range.

Such things are integral to the DNA of the brand and
HMCs guard the integrity of their brands very carefully.

At the end of the day, the integrity of the brand is what
an owner is paying for and what a guest expects.
Typically there is some flexibility with both room count
and room size although there are limits.

For example, if the acceptable range for room size for a
particular brand may be 24-30sqm, the HMC is unlikely
to accept 18sqm for the same brand.

FACILITIES MIX:
similarly to room size, brand DNA often dictates the
inclusion of certain F&B outlets, meeting space, gym,
spa etc. There is always some flexibility for negotiation
and different HMCs & different brands will have
different requirements dependant in part on local
market characteristics.

HOTEL NAME:
typically an HMC will accept only their brand and the
location in the hotel name. They will very rarely share
the limelight and include the owner’s name.
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1.15 SAMPLE PRO-FORMA PROFIT & LOSS STATEMENT

REVENUES Amount (000's) PAR POR % Ratio

Rooms 0 0 0 0

Food & Beverage 0 0 0 0

Other Operated Departments (OOD) 0 0 0 0

Miscellaneous Income (Net) 0 0 0 0

Total Operating Revenue 0 0 0 0

DEPARTMENTAL EXPENSES

Rooms 0 0 0 0

Food & Beverage 0 0 0 0

Other Operated Departments (OOD) 0 0 0 0

Total Departmental Expenses 0 0 0 0

Total Departmental Income 0 0 0 0

UNDISTRIBUTED OPERATING EXPENSES

Administration & General 0 0 0 0

Sales & Marketing 0 0 0 0

Property, Operations & Maintenance 0 0 0 0

Utilities 0 0 0 0

Total Undistributed Expenses 0 0 0 0

Gross Operating Profit 0 0 0 0

MANAGEMENT FEES

Base Management Fees 0 0 0 0

Incentive Management Fee 0 0 0 0

Total Management Fees 0 0 0 0

IBNIE 0 0 0 0

NON-OPERATING INCOME & EXPENSES

Fixed Charges (Rent, Insurance, Property tax etc) 0 0 0 0

FF&E Reserve 0 0 0 0

Total Non-operating Income & Expenses 0 0 0 0

EBITDA 0 0 0 0
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Welcome to Horwath HTL,
the world’s number one
hospitality consulting network.

We are the industry choice;
a global network offering
complete solutions across
all markets.

Since 1988 Horwath HTL
has gained extensive
market knowledge through
involvement in thousands
of projects globally. We use
this experience to bring the
maximum value to any
assignment.

Horwath HTL has become
synonymous with quality,
service, impartial advice and
expertise. We are known for
always providing the highest
level of service to our clients.

Whatever your requirements,
large or small, national or
global, Horwath HTL can
help you succeed.

OUR EXPERTISE

• Accountability Reviews

• Asset Management

• Asset Management Advisory

• Asset Valuation

• Best Use of Land Analysis

• Brand Expansion

• Capital Expenditure Cost / Benefit Analysis

• Corporate Mergers & Acquisition Advisory

• Destination & Large Scale Project

Master Planning

• Due Diligence

• Hotel Management Company Selection

& Contract Negotiation

• Insolvency / Receivership

• Investment & Divestment Strategy

• Litigation Support

• Market & Financial Feasibility Studies

• Market Entry Strategy

• Operational Reviews

• Planning & Development

• Product Conceptualisation

• Repositioning Strategy & Analysis

• Sales, Marketing & Revenue Management

• Strategic Planning

• Tourism, Planning & Development

• Transactions & Financial Restructuring

Hotel, Tourism and Leisure

TM



Hospitality is one of the world’s
largest industries, with travel
and tourism accounting for
9% of Global GDP*

Horwath HTL is a world leader in
hospitality, offering experience
and expertise across the Hotels,
Tourism and Leisure spectrum

If you’re involved in hospitality,
Horwath HTL can advise, assist
and work with you to help you
realise your goals

OUR EXPERIENCE

• Conference Centers

• Convention & Exhibition Centers

• Clubs

• Cruise Ships

• Fractional / Vacation Ownership

• Golf Courses

• Hotels

• Mixed-use Developments

• Resorts

• Restaurants

• Serviced Apartments

• Spas

• Timeshare / Vacation Ownership

• Tourism

• Tourist Attractions

Global leader in one of the world’s largest business sectors

* RECENT WTTC ESTIMATE



Sydney

Auckland

Beijing

Shanghai

Hong Kong

Kuala Lumpur
Singapore

Jakarta

Tokyo

Mumbai

Cape Town

AUSTRALIA
• Due Diligence & Sales Agent for: ANA Harbour Grand

Sydney; Marriott Resort Surfers Paradise; Four Seasons
Sydney (formerly Regent Sydney)

CHINA
• Market & Financial Feasibility for: Park Hyatt, Shanghai;

Hyatt on the Bund, Shanghai; The Puli Hotel and Spa,
Shanghai; Hotel Indigo, Shanghai; Hotels in Disneyland,
Shanghai; Ritz Carlton and JW Marriott, China Central Place,
Beijing; Ritz Carlton Sanya Yalong Bay, Hainan Island;
Hilton Sanya Resort and Spa, Hainan Island; St. Regis Resort,
Lhasa, Tibet

INDIA
• Market & Financial Feasibility of the Grand Hyatt, Mumbai;

Hyderabad International Convention Centre;
Oberoi Rajvilas, Jaipur

INDONESIA
• Macro Tourism Analysis & Master Plan

for Nusa Dua Tourism Complex, Bali
• Market & Financial Feasibility for the InterContinental, Jakarta

JAPAN
• Market & Financial Feasibility for Park Hyatt, Tokyo
• Due Diligence & Operator Selection for Hilton Niseko Village
• Due Diligence for Niseko Northern Resort, Annupuri

MALAYSIA
• Master Planning for Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre Hotel
• Market & Financial Feasibility of the Westin Kuala Lumpur

NEW ZEALAND
• Business Case Analysis of Skycity, Auckland
• Market & Financial Feasibility of the

TelstraClear Pacific Events Centre, Manukau

PHILIPPINES
• Market & Financial Feasibility, and Renovation Study

of the InterContinental, Manila
• Market & Financial Feasibility for El Nido Resorts, Palawan

SINGAPORE
• Market & Financial Feasibility of Crowne Plaza Hotel
• Market Study, Facilities Planning & Financial Analysis for

Suntec Singapore International Convention & Exhibition Centre

SOUTH KOREA
• Due Diligence for the Acquisition of the Seoul Hilton Hotel
• Operator Selection & Contract Negotiation for Hilton

Namhae Gold and Spa Resort

THAILAND
• Redevelopment Planning of the Siam Paragon and Siam

Kempinski (formerly InterContinental Siam), Bangkok
• Opinions of Value for the InterContinental and Holiday

Inn Bangkok (formerly President Park Complex)

VIETNAM
• Market & Financial Feasibility of the Nam Hai, Hoi An
• Operational Review of the Sofitel Legend Metropole, Hanoi
• Market & Financial Feasibility of the InterContinental

Asiana, Saigon

REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE OF PROJECTS



50 OFFICES GLOBALLY • 39 COUNTRIES • 10 OFFICES SERVING ASIA PACIFIC

AUSTRALIA

John Smith

T +61 418 447 222

E jsmith@horwathhtl.com.au

CHINA (BEIJING)

Julie Dai

T +86 10 8518 1833

E jdai@horwathhtl.com

Wang Shu

T +86 10 8518 1833

E swang@horwathhtl.com

Allan Jiang

T +86 10 8518 1833

E ajiang@horwathhtl.com

CHINA (HONG KONG)

Nigel Summers

T +852 2524 6073

E nsummers@horwathhtl.com

Gloria Chang

T +852 2524 6073

E gchang@horwathhtl.com

CHINA (SHANGHAI)

Zoe Wu

T +86 21 6136 3248

E zwu@horwathhtl.com

INDIA

Vijay Thacker

T +91 22 6631 1480

E vthacker@horwathhtl.com

INDONESIA

Matt Gebbie

T +62 21 527 7718

E mgebbie@horwathhtl.com

JAPAN

Koji Takabayashi

T +81 3 5465 0295

E ktakabayashi@horwathhtl.com

MALAYSIA

Sen Soon Mun

T +60 3 2615 0122

E sen@horwathhtl.com

NEW ZEALAND

Stephen Hamilton

T +64 9 309 8898

E shamilton@horwathhtl.com

NEW ZEALAND

Terry Ngan

T +64 9 309 8898

E tngan@horwathhtl.com

SINGAPORE

Robert Hecker

T +65 6735 1886

E rhecker@horwathhtl.com

Damien Little

T +65 6735 1886

E dlittle@horwathhtl.com

Steve Baek

T +65 6735 1886

E sbaek@horwathhtl.com

THAILAND

Ingo Schweder

T +66 2 655 2323

E ischweder@horwathhtl.com

Matt Brennan

T +66 2 655 2323

E mbrennan@horwathhtl.com



Hotel Asset Management
Horwath HTL Asset Management teams work

to create and protect value. Our experts work

along side owners, protecting their interests and

maximizing returns on their investments.

Hotel Business Recovery
Horwath HTL has developed a range of products

to help businesses navigate the difficult waters of

a global economic downturn. Our Hotel experts

provide support in all areas.

Hotel Planning & Development
Horwath HTL Planning & Development services

are the cornerstone to any successful hotel project.

Our international team of hotel experts can

advise and navigate through all areas of hotel

development.

Tourism & Leisure
Horwath HTL has some of the world's foremost

experts in Tourism & Leisure development.

We have a system for all aspects of your project.

Hotel Transactional Advice
Horwath HTL is skilled at guiding investors,

lenders and owners through the complex nature

of acquisition and disposal transactions, with

experience of successful hotel financing and

transactions of all sizes.

Hotel Valuation
Horwath HTL Valuation Services have valued

Hotel properties all over the globe. Our teams

are internationally recognised experts in single

asset and portfolio valuations.

HORWATH HTL KEY SERVICES



Planning &
Development:
• Appraisal Reports

• Destination & Large Scale
Project Master Planning

• Facilities Programming

• Highest & Best Use

• Hotel Management
Company Selection
& Contract Negotiation

• Macro Tourism Analysis

• Market & Financial
Feasibility Studies

• Market Entry Strategy

• Product Conceptualisation
& Financial Structuring

• Residual Land Valuation

• Strategic Planning

• Tourism Planning

Asset Management &
Operational Support:
• Accountability Review

• Asset Management Advisory

• Benchmarking

• Best Practice Analysis

• Capital Expenditure
Cost/Benefit Analysis

• Litigation Support

• Loan Underwriting

• Operational Reviews

• Owner Representation

• Property Tax Review

• Reposition Strategy & Analysis

• Sales, Marketing & Revenue
Management

Transactional Advice &
Financial Restructuring:
• Asset Valuation

• Corporate Mergers &
Acquisition Advisory

• Due Diligence

• Insolvency/Receivership

• Investment & Divestment
Strategy

• Loan Work-out

• Pre-Lending Review

• Strategic Management
& Planning

• Transaction Management
& Closure

HORWATH HTL - HELPING YOU GET RESULTS AT ALL STAGES OF A PROJECTS LIFE



AUSTRALIA
Horwath HTL
Level 15, 1 O’Connell Street
Sydney, NSW 2000, Australia
T +61 418 447 222

CHINA
Beijing
Horwath HTL
Unit 903-904, Tower E3,
Oriental Plaza,
No.1 East Chang-An Ave,
Beijing, 100738, China
T +86 10 8518 1833

Shanghai
Horwath HTL
Unit 1205A, 12/F, Financial Plaza,
333 Jiu Jiang Road, Huang Pu
District, Shanghai, 200001, China
T +86 21 5170 8545

Hong Kong
Horwath HTL
Suite 2006, 20th Floor Central Plaza,
18 Harbour Road, Wanchai,
Hong Kong
T +852 2524 6073

INDIA
Horwath HTL
1105 Embassy Centre, 207 Nariman
Point, Mumbai 400021, India
T +91 22 6631 1480

INDONESIA
Horwath HTL
Puri Matari 2, 3rd Floor,
Jl. H.R. Rasuna Said Kav. H 1-2,
Jakarta 12920, Indonesia
T +62 21 527 7718

JAPAN
Horwath HTL
21F Shinjuku Park Tower,
3-7-1 Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku,
Tokyo 163-1021, Japan
T +81 3 6911 2030

MALAYSIA
Horwath HTL
CEO Suite Level 36,
Menara Maxis, KLCC,
50088, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia
T +60 3 2615 0122

NEW ZEALAND
Horwath HTL
Level 11, Forsyth Barr Tower
55-65 Shortland Street
Auckland 1140, New Zealand
T +64 9 309 8898

SINGAPORE
Horwath HTL
15 Scotts Road,
#08-10/11 Thong Teck Building,
Singapore 228218
T +65 6735 1886

THAILAND
Horwath HTL
Suite 47, 3F Promenade Arcade,
Nai Lert Tower,
2/4 Wireless Road, Lumpini,
Pathumwan Bangkok 10330,
Thailand
T +66 2 655 2323

www.horwathhtl-cn.com
www.horwathhtl.com


